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World War Trilogy in Dire Need of Conclusion

Germs cite lack of inspiration as root cause

G. B. Beck

ToiKe

March is a wonderful time of year. It’s still fucking cold, and the trees are still spindly and lifeless, but the ushers is about to ring, the sun will be shining, and the snow will be melting. March is a time to think of the past, the present, and the future. March is a time to reflect on the past, the present, and the future. March is a time to celebrate the past, the present, and the future. March is a time to remember the past, the present, and the future.

The past three years have been a rollercoaster ride, with the world reeling from the effects of the global pandemic. The present is uncertain, with the threat of economic downturn and political instability. The future is unknown, with the potential for new technologies and discoveries.

But what of the past? The past is a time of great achievements and sacrifices. It is a time of war and peace, of triumph and tragedy. It is a time of hope and despair, of love and hate. It is a time of inspiration and despair, of dreams and reality.
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As we look towards the future, we must also look towards the past. We must learn from the mistakes of the past and strive to avoid them in the future. We must remember the sacrifices of those who came before us and honor their memory. We must remember the lessons of history and apply them to the present and future.
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Local Ambulance Sets Natural Selection Back 400 Years

33% more children expected to die within the next decade and climbing

G. R. Beck

33% more children expected to die within the next decade and climbing

While local and federal government both uphold that each human being, no matter how devoid of common sense, deserves the right to create and personally educate as many children as they desire, the amount of natural selection reversed in the process is staggering, remarks Anthropologist Dr. Harold Koffe.

"Most people don't realize how long it took humans to naturally breed themselves off of a life-threatening bad habit," described Koffe. "400 years ago, when tall buildings started being built in close proximity to each other for the first time, thousands and thousands of humans across Europe died trying to jump from one to the other. Having the good sense to know you're not good enough at parkour to jump buildings is something we today take for granted, but it took hundreds of years of breeding to get here."

"Thank God all this hospital stuff is free," concluded Chad. "There's no way my job playing guitar for spare change on Queen St. would have ever paid for all this life-saving medical equipment. That's just the government's fault though, they're the reason us artists never make as much as those sleazy doctors."

Breaking: Faculty Attempts to Solve Crosswalk Problems on St George by Building Ramp

This winter, Ontarians have had to endure a seemingly endless onslaught of ice phishing. To date, 250 locals have fallen victim to ice phishing, with 150 of those cases coming from determined phishing enthusiasts on UofT's very own Front Campus.

The practice involves sending mass emails instructing victims to arrive at specific coordinates at a specific time in order to collect a reward of some sort. Perpetrators set up camp on the ice and wait, laptops poised, in order to strike and kill their prey.

The practice, which originally was not popular at UofT, has been gathering fans ever since the winter break began. Police are on the lookout for instigators of ice phishing, and encourage anybody with information about these dangerous individuals to contact them.
General Motors to add “Check Privilege” Light to all White Vehicles

“Olive oil!” representatives frantically scream while US Air Force drones fly overhead

Large Men Play Game on Field, Get Angry

Oil Discovered in Greece

General Motors became warriers for social justice last week, after announcing their intentions to place ‘check privilege’ warning lights on all white-colored vehicles in their lineup, which will flash brightly on the dashboard when driver privilege matches unsafe levels. The company moves from behind the pack, as a safety feature just as critical as any other,” said GM spokesman Andrew Hawkins. “It’s right up there with lights like ‘check engine’, ‘check oven’ and ‘check brakes’. Most people are unaware of the dangers of an unchecked privilege,” he went on to say. “I drive a white car, and I always get my privilege checked at least twice a month.” GM has also stated their overall goal is to encourage white car driving customers to be aware the inherent advantages they enjoy thanks to their car colour, and to help customers to be aware the inherent dangers of unchecked privilege for it.

Royal Heirs Enters Chrisalys in Preparation for Life as Monarch

Residents say that some of these ‘speed dating’ events have been successful, but relationships that are formed are often short lived. As our company moves forward, we realize that this is a matter of life or death for many of our customers. The world is a sphere, assholes!”

First Year Psychology Student logs off Facebook

What was once thought to be impossible has been achieved. As of yesterday at 9:03 PM on in a University of Toronto residence, first year psychology student, Richy Kuntz, logged off his Facebook. “I couldn’t believe it,” says his roommate. “One moment, I’m sitting there browsing Pinterest, idly scrolling through pages of nothing. All of a sudden, Kuntz has logged out of Facebook!”

9 Arrested After Police Bust Speed Dating Event, 1 On the Run

Kanye Lingi
Telesis Drone Delivery Supplier

The Royal Canadian Navy announced in a press re- lease that, after one hundred and four years of service, they have finally purchased a second vessel. The Navy had reportedly been “getting by with just the one,” until quite recently, when the decision was made to commit to a second ship.

The fact that we have operated thus far on just one ship is a testament to our engineering ingenuity,” said Captain Wilson of the R.C.N. “That being said, this new vessel could not have come at a better time. We now have the resources needed to simultaneously defend both our east and west coasts.”

The acquisition, however, was not without contro- versy. “This is frivolous government spending at its worst!” proclaimed concerned taxpayer Jim Swallows. “I think we had too many ships to start with, and now they’re going and spending our tax money on a second one! You know how many ships Canada won the War of 1812 with? None! And let’s just pretend for a moment towards the fans of the team I wasn’t cheering for.” This was a disappointment for many fans who had been looking forward to the event, 1 on the run

The reserve was reportedly discovered last Tuesday following his arrest. Hagel responded by stating that “If Greece’s economy is not saved, terrorism will erupt and our children will be in danger. We need to protect the American way of life.”

American representatives have yet to respond to Greek politicians statements, but are already explaining the confusion, and everyone is very much interested in seeing what they’re going to do.

“When people, you’re living in horrible, harsh conditions that they don’t even understand! We’re Americans, know exactly what the local Greek population wants and needs, and we, as Americans, retain the right to completely destroy their entire country in search of oil,” said one anonymous source in the CIA.

Residents say that some of these ‘speed dating’ events have been successful, but relationships that are formed are often short lived. As our company moves forward, we realize that this is a matter of life or death for many of our customers. The world is a sphere, assholes!”
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Persons of the Year

**Goat**

Nounsman as noun man! Goat is the very definition of an unsung hero. Goat holds a special place among the Toike’s senior writers and in the hearts of children everywhere. Goat is a real party animal, but what most people don’t know is that he was also awarded the Distinguished Service Medal for his efforts in the war. No other goat is such a keen wit, charitable soul, or tender lover. Goat just marches to the beat of his own drum. Goat.

**Kim Jong Un**

The Supreme Leader who lights the stars should of course be one of the Persons of the Year. He has been our person of every year because he created the very ground we walk on. He is also known for inventing golf, cheeseburgers, and the high-five. We could not be happier than to pledge our gratitude to our Supreme Leader for letting us work our fingers to the bone in his name.

**Mauricio Curbelo**

Basically this guy is the man. He is the president of the Engineering Society. He loves cats AND dogs. He is known for telling homeless people and “deaf” people to get out of the Pit and for being mostly beloved by all faculty members. Loved and hated for general UTSU mischief and ex-external shenanigans. Mauricio is best known for quotes such as “HUEHU-EE” and “lololololololol.”

**Toike Man**

Toike man is always there for you. Toike Man is responsible for every chuckle on campus and every dissatisfied groan from the UTSU. Known as the prime shit-disturber at U of T, Toike Man is the driving force of all creativity. Without the Toike, we would be nothing.

**Rob Ford**

A hero to many, Rob Ford is the Mayor Toronto never needed, he is the glue this city needed to fix its wide gaping cracks. His Jamaican accent won over the hearts of millions and let all the peoples of Toronto know that everyone is part of his big joke. His sweaty red face will lead Toronto to a new golden age of subways.

**The Colour Blue**

Whilst there has been much controversy over this wavelength among the colour blind community, Blue has continued to revolutionize the way we see things. Have you seen the sky lately? That shit’s super great. Also Blue is arguably the best flavour of candy, if candy couldn’t taste Blue what would it taste like? Cardboard. Thats what. Respect Blue.

**Vladimir Putin**

There are few who could stick to their literal and metaphorical guns under the pressure that Putin has been subjected to these past months by his international counterparts. Many would let slip their oppressive social and foreign policy, but Putin stands as an inspiration to all national leaders who have held their country’s politics in an icy grip for more than a decade. Most recently known best for his attempts to go for the gold in world domination, this ex-KGB agent manages to look candid in numerous half-naked photoshoots even while stepping on foreigners’ throats.

**Nicolas Cage**

The star of over 75 films over the last decades, Nicolas Cage has been accept- ed by thousands as the One True God. A perpetual nominee for Person of the Year, this diverse actor and his hair have perplexed critics for years. Cage brings the torch of British theatre training into American cinema, lighting it afame with divinity and pathos. Please hold your VHS copies of Con Air to your bosoms and join us in prayer.

**2Chainz**

A man of class, 2Chainz takes pleasure in the simplicities in life. He has inspired millions with his poetry detailing how all he wants for his birthday is a big booty ho. He wears two chains. Do we really need to say more?

**That Douchebag in the BMW**

You first noticed him last week when he cut you off on your way to work. Then you saw him again honking his horn at a frail senior citizen trying her best to cross the street at an appropriate speed. He takes pride in the fact that the only thing going for him is the fact that he saved up enough money to lease a BMW and therefore thinks he can be an entitled asshole. We’d love to get his name just so we can name our first children after him, assum- ing we survive long enough to reproduce with him on the road. What a guy.
If you received a Common Experience Payment, you could get $3,000 in Personal Credits for educational programs and services.

The Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement. The healing continues.

Since 2007, almost 80,000 former students have received a Common Experience Payment (“CEP”) as part of the Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement. CEP recipients are now eligible to receive non-cash Personal Credits of up to $3,000, for either themselves or certain family members, for educational programs and services.

What are Personal Credits? Personal Credits may be used for a wide range of educational programs and services, including provided by universities, colleges, trade or training schools, Indigenous Institutions of Higher Learning, or which relate to literacy or trades, as well as programs and services related to Aboriginal identities, histories, cultures or languages.

How much are Personal Credits? Adequate funds are available for each CEP recipient to receive up to $3,000 in Personal Credits, depending on your approved educational expenses.

Which educational entities and groups are included? A list of approved educational entities and groups has been jointly developed by Canada, the Assembly of First Nations and Inuit representatives. If the educational entity or group is not on the list, please consult the website for more information.

Will I receive a cheque? No. Cheques will be issued directly to the educational entity or group providing the service.

Who can use Personal Credits? CEP recipients can use the full amount themselves or give part of all their Personal Credits to certain family members such as a spouse, child, grandchild or sibling, as defined in the terms and conditions. Personal Credits of multiple CEP recipients can be combined to support a group learning activity.

How can I get Personal Credits? Each CEP recipient will be mailed an Acknowledgement Form. If you do not receive an Acknowledgement Form by the end of January 2014, please call 1-866-343-1858. Completed Acknowledgement Forms should be returned as soon as possible and must be postmarked no later than October 31, 2014.

How do I redeem my Personal Credits? Once approved, you will be sent a personalized Redemption Form for each individual using Personal Credits at each educational entity or group. Once the Form is received, provide it to the educational entity or group listed.

The educational entity or group must then complete and mail back the Redemption Form postmarked no later than December 1, 2014.

What happens to unused Personal Credits? The value of unused Personal Credits will be transferred to the National Indian Brotherhood Trust Fund and Inuvialuit Education Foundation for educational programs.

For more information, including how Personal Credits can be transferred to the National Indian Brotherhood Trust Fund and Inuvialuit Education Foundation for educational programs, contact 1-866-343-1858 or call 1-866-343-1858.

The IRS Crisis Line (1-866-925-4419) provides immediate and culturally appropriate counselling support to former students who are experiencing distress.

1-866-343-1858 • www.residentialschoolsettlement.ca

Major Life Epiphany Occurs During Six Hour Skrillex Concert

Shelley B. Taggio
2nd Place, Undergraduate Division

A four-year-old round-brasored 6-hour-long concert by electronic musician Skrillex, Siksik resident Jonathan “Spooky” Donner is claiming the event has left him permanently changed. The concert, which included repeat performances of each of Skrillex’s three hits, both hits and a 170 minute improvisational MacBook solo, left Donner in a catatonic state for three days. Under the care of Dr. Larry Hungmoll, Donner was brought out of catatonia by a steady intravenous stream of adrenaline and smooth jazz. Once he had fully awoken, Donner described his experience as “pretty fucked up.” Recounting to his interviewer, ”Around hour five of the show, I felt my skin turn into wood, and then I was turned into, like, a jelly?” And Skrillex grabbed me by the neck and just smashed me into the stage, but I was like, every cell, and being smashed all through space and time, you know? And then I understood what Skrillex was about and what the universe was about, and I was just like, ‘whoa’, ‘I also saw a ghost’. Donner then proclamed himself the “Messiah of the Millen- nia” and hiked into the interview room, screaming “Wah is the open – in of the sec.” The Toike (Oike) was not able to obtain any further statements from the Donner.
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TIME Magazine to Consider a Woman as Person of the Year

Archaic human rights policies to be updated

Kate Middleton
Truro, UK

Harry J. Stickle
T RETURNS Social Media Expert

TIME Magazine editor-in-chief James MacDonnell received a barrage of criticism last week when, for the first time in the magazine’s history, it considered honoring a woman with the title of Person of the Year.

"There was a lot of discussion," said Thomas O’Malley, one of TIME’s staff writers. "I mean we’ve never really considered a woman. By the time we get to the list it’s too late to do anything about it I guess."

However, it does not seem as though TIME ultimately settled upon a pretty well known guy who, while having done something noteworthy and impressive, really hadn’t done anything so impressive as to title him The Best Of Humanity, really hadn’t done anything so impressive as to title him The Best Of Humanity.

"I think it’s a necessary step," said Dr. Damien Hall. "Seeing women live up to their potential is inspiring and should be celebrated.""I think it’s a necessary step," said Dr. Damien Hall. "Seeing women live up to their potential is inspiring and should be celebrated."

Indeed, TIME ultimately settled upon a very pretty well known guy who, while having done something noteworthy and impressive, really hadn’t done anything so impressive as to title him The Best Of Humanity, really hadn’t done anything so impressive as to title him The Best Of Humanity.

"I think it’s a necessary step," said Dr. Damien Hall. "Seeing women live up to their potential is inspiring and should be celebrated.""I think it’s a necessary step," said Dr. Damien Hall. "Seeing women live up to their potential is inspiring and should be celebrated."

While the international community has reacted with outrage to these newest developments in Russia’s legal code, representatives of the conservative movement have been quick to note that social media was to blame. ‘Women simply aren’t intelligent or impressive enough to worry about the state of academia in Russia,’ said a representative of the national affairs at McGill University.

"The Russian people have the ability to make meaningful contributions to every sphere of society, and we do so having built with countless years of gender oppression. There is nothing more demeaning than a woman achieving something," said Toronto man Joseph McHale, who had just been honored for his work in the field of sodomy.

"I’ve been doing this for years, and I’ve never seen anything like it," said McHale. "It’s just overwhelming.""I’ve been doing this for years, and I’ve never seen anything like it," said McHale. "It’s just overwhelming."

"This is entirely sexist," said Hilary Clinton, the former Secretary of State and the most recent candidate for the Democratic nomination. "This is a bad thing. This is entirely sexist," said Hilary Clinton, the former Secretary of State and the most recent candidate for the Democratic nomination. "This is a bad thing."

"We’re definitely taking this opportunity to celebrate," Johnson’s father told the press this afternoon. "And hey, maybe I’ll do it again next year," he added. "We’re definitely taking this opportunity to celebrate," Johnson’s father told the press this afternoon. "And hey, maybe I’ll do it again next year," he added.

"It seems to be quite a good call by the Russian government," said a representative of the national affairs at McGill University.

"This is entirely sexist," said Hilary Clinton, the former Secretary of State and the most recent candidate for the Democratic nomination. "This is a bad thing. This is entirely sexist," said Hilary Clinton, the former Secretary of State and the most recent candidate for the Democratic nomination. "This is a bad thing."

"While the international community has reacted with outrage to these newest developments in Russia’s legal code, representatives of the conservative movement have been quick to note that social media was to blame. ‘Women simply aren’t intelligent or impressive enough to worry about the state of academia in Russia,’ said a representative of the national affairs at McGill University.""While the international community has reacted with outrage to these newest developments in Russia’s legal code, representatives of the conservative movement have been quick to note that social media was to blame. ‘Women simply aren’t intelligent or impressive enough to worry about the state of academia in Russia,’ said a representative of the national affairs at McGill University."

"It’s legitimate," Facebook representatives argued. "If you have seen or heard from Pete Nisse since February 1st, please inform police.

We’re definitely taking this opportunity to celebrate," Johnson’s father told the press this afternoon. "And hey, maybe I’ll do it again next year," he added. "We’re definitely taking this opportunity to celebrate," Johnson’s father told the press this afternoon. "And hey, maybe I’ll do it again next year," he added.
American Citizen Locates US on Map

L

Leonard Bryce currently lives in Maryland—his statement. Hope remains that in ten to fifteen years, the situation will improve, and that US citizens will begin to see the beauty of their country. America’s youth have taken to viewing the world.” Upon finding out how much American college costs, Huell rescinded his statement. This is indeed a new era for the US educational system. In addition to Leonard Bryce’s recent accomplishment, over 5 states have now legalized the use of cannabis for medical or recreational purposes. Unfortunately, other states still lack knowledge about the idea, as confirms Richard Hardison, a physics teacher from Alabama. “Letters to calculus? What’s next? Imaginary numbers?” Hardison commented in one particularly enlightening interview. About three hundred and fifty million people live in the United States, but sadly only a third have access to decent high school education. Three quarters of the population has access to schools, but they are far below the international standards. Some states, such as West Virginia and Arkansas, score such a low average on standardized tests that the bureau of education had to inflate the scores and ban all non-integer numbers, which were considered “too confining.” Leonard Bryce currently lives in Maryland—which an advanced state in terms of education when compared to the other states, but research has found that it is really only international students that have been contributing to this reputation. In light of this educational revolution, America’s youth have taken to viewing Leonard as a role model. Hope remains that in ten to fifteen years, the situation will improve, and that US citizens will learn the definition of the word ‘deficit’.
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First Year Physiology Class Can’t Stop Laughing

Jack Brittainia

Jack Brittainia, a Toike Scannen’s ‘Expert’

COMMERCIAL ACTION DOWN SURREY this week when an entire first-year “First year physiology lecture suddenly broke into a giggle fit. The muffled laughter of the 70 student reached an almost deafening height before the professor opted to end the lecture. The lecture, which was the first one of the anatomy section of the course, reported consisted of a multitude of diagrams and pictures depicting the human body. These diagrams included multiple labels of body parts such as the testes, anus, breasts, sphincter, and the class favourite—sperm. “I’m sorry,” said one student, covering his mouth, “It’s just…shh, oh man, the prof’s face, and the arrows were pointing—ahahah.” Other students were mostly unfazed, insisting that they “can’t even”. The brushasha carried through throughout the morning, disrupting subsequent classes until the students were cleared out by a fourth-year lecturer on the history of German grammar. “I can’t believe this shit happens every year,” said Dr. Hopkins, the professor of the culpable class. “These students are supposed to be adults, yet every semester it’s like the lecture hall is filled with twelve-year-olds.” The Toike was unable to find out how Dr. Hopkins was able to put up with teaching the course for so long. The faculty is considering changing the course’s structure, which currently focuses its first half on “The Occult” and the second half on looking at naughty pictures.

Want to join the Toike? Read this Black Box!

Get involved with your friendly neighbourhood Toike Oike! Anyone can join. It doesn’t matter what year, faculty, discipline, or college you’re a part of—if you can read this then you’re good enough for us. Are you fairly hilarious? Do you have a sense of humour? Do you have writing experience and want to try your hand at humour writing? Do people think you’re funny but you’re far too modest to ever admit that you’re a funny person? Do you have the mad English skills required to pick out our typos and grammar follies?

If you answered “yes” to ANY of the above questions, we could definitely use a person like you! Head over to www.toike.skule.ca/join and get on the mailing list! You’ll be automatically notified of any and all upcoming meeting dates, times, and locations. Meetings are where we work on the Toike. They’re filled with great friends, good times, and tons of free shit like food and Beverages.
What time is it?